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ABSTRACT 
Speaking is one of important skills in communication. In teaching speaking, teacher  
uses some techniques such as drama, since drama activities can provide students with 
an opportunity to use language to express various emotions, to solve problems, to 
make decisions, and to socializes. This thesis, entitled: “ Students’ perception of 
using drama to create students’ creativity in speaking skill” was intended to find 
out what are students’ perception about using drama in speaking skill and how can 
drama improve students’ creativity in speaking skill. This Study used a mix method, 
that was a combination between quantitative and qualitative research. The 
respondents were 29 students who had used drama as a technique in speaking class. 
The respondents was one unit (unit one) of third semester English Language 
Education Department students in academic year 2016/2017. The researcher got the 
data from interviewing and distributing questionnaire. The result of this study showed 
that the implementation of drama technique is effective to create students’ creativity 
in speaking skill. Based on data of questionnaire, 26 (92,85%) of students are agree 
about using drama in speaking class. The results of interview from four students 
indicate that they have positive perception about using drama in speaking class. 
 
Keyword : Speaking, Drama, Creativity. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
 
This chapter discusses the introduction from this research, that covers background of 
study, research question, research aim, significant of study and terminology. 
 
A. Background of Study 
Speaking is used to give instructions or inform something, for example, to 
describe thing or someone, to give important information, and to ask and to give 
services and so on. There are some reasons that make speaking become one of the 
important skill to be mastered by English learners. Effendi (2015) claims that 
speaking is the basic tool of education and the most important skill in everyday life.It 
means that those who learn English are expected to use English in their daily life as a 
tool of communication.As a productive skill of language learning, speaking involves 
communicative performance, and other important elements, such as pronunciation, 
intonation, grammar, vocabulary, etc. Speaking clearly and confidently can gain the 
attention of an audience, providing the opportunity for the speaker to make the 
message known. 
Teaching speaking focus on making students active and creative. Today every 
school requires the goal of teaching speaking should improve students’ 
communicative skills because students should be able to use these skills in their daily 
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life. In learning process, speaking is important to support students’ ability to use the 
language. As one of language skills, speaking has given an important contribution for 
students. Regarding to the importance of speaking skill, it is undoubtful why in 
English department  speaking was stipulated as the obligatory subject to be taken by 
all English students. To make it more comprehensive learning based on the 
provisions of English Department, speaking subject was divided into speaking 1, 
speaking 2, speaking 3 and public speaking. Thus, all English students have to take 
this subjects regarding who they are. 
Indeed, most lecturers who teach speaking class do some efforts to force 
students to speak English well in speaking class. They apply some different and 
interesting techniques to encourage students to participate and practice their speaking 
capability, for example by using storytelling, role play, and playing drama. As stated 
by Kayi (2006) story telling fosters creative thinking. It also helps students express 
ideas in the format of beginning, development, and ending, including the characters 
and setting a story has to have. Students also can tell riddles or jokes. For instance, at 
the very beginning of each class session, the teacher may call a few students to tell 
short riddlesor jokes as an opening. In this way, not only address student speaking 
ability, but also to get the attention of the class. Role-play activities, the teacher gives 
information to the learners such as who they are and what they think or feel. 
Drama is one of techniques that can be applied for teaching speaking. Mattevi 
(2005) stated that the use of drama in the language classroom allows the teacher to 
present the target language in an active, communicative and contextualized way. In 
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drama there are  two elements which very importantthat are action and dialogue, and 
both very important in the foreign-language learning experience. 
There are some researchers who have used drama methods in speaking 
classes, such as in this previous study. The previous studythat was a study conducted 
by Effendi(2015) investigated, “The Effect of Using Drama Technique in Teaching 
Speaking Skill to The Second Semester Students of Islamic Economics at UNISNU 
Jepara”.The result showed that drama activities can provide students with an 
opportunity to use language to express various emotions, to solve problem, to make 
decisions, and to socialize. In his reseach, she also explains how the drama activities 
help students to communicate in the foreign language and declare that drama is good 
method that we apply in speaking skill. Thus, applying drama, sometimes will 
encourage students to be more creative in elaboration their ideas. 
Although some experts have explained that the application of drama in 
learning speaking has a positive impact, and some lecturers in English Department 
who teach speaking have applied drama in the classroom, but still there are pro and 
contra opinions from the students. This is reasonable enough because everyone has 
different perception about anything. As Sugihartono (2007) stated that in human 
perception there are differences of viewpoint in sensing, there are perceive something 
good or positive perceptions or negatives perception  that will affect visible or real 
human actions. Therefore the author wants to do a research about the use of drama in 
learning speaking. Because there are different perceptions of students about the use of 
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drama in learning speaking. Then the writer wants to do a research under the title 
students’ perception of using drama to create students creativity in speaking skill.  
 
B. Research Question 
1. What are student’s perception about using Drama to create students’ creativity 
in Speaking Skill ? 
2. How can drama  improve students’ creativity in speaking skill ? 
 
C. Research Aim 
The objectives that the present research wants to reach are : 
1. To see how students’ perception of using drama to create students’ creativity 
in speaking skill. 
2. To investigate the way of drama improve students’ creativity in speaking skill. 
D. Significant of Study 
This research is expected to give some benefits, according to Sarac (2007)  
using creative drama in English lessons will develop children’s speaking abilities and 
will enable the children to use the target language in a functional and communicative 
way. Significant from a practical point of view are for the students, it would be an 
interesting technique to improve theirspeaking ability, then for the English teacher, it 
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would be an opportunity to improve the quality ofteaching speaking by using  drama 
for the students. 
E. Terminology 
Some definitions are provided as following :  
1. Students Perception 
In this research, the writer will ask the perception of students who have played 
the drama in speaking class. They are the students from batch 2016 who have used 
drama as a method in speaking 2. The writer will use students perception to evaluate 
whether the drama method will suitable for learning speaking. Of course not all 
students will like the drama method, because every people have different perception. 
Robbins (2003) stated that who describes that perception is the impression obtained 
by the individual through the five senses and then analyzed (organized), interpreted 
and then evaluated, so that the individual gets a meaning. Student perceptions have a 
huge impact on understanding. Students learn better when they perceive the learning 
environment positively.  
 
2. Drama  
In this research there is no specific requirement from lecturer in playing 
drama, but the lecturer asks the students to make their own drama. The lecturer does 
not specify the specific concept in this drama but just the students to make a drama 
and practice it. Drama is a mode of fictional representation through dialogue and 
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performane. It is one of the literary genres, which is an imitation of some action. 
Drama is also a type of a play written for theaters, television, radio and films.  
Dietrich (1997) claims that drama is conflict about human in form of dialogue 
which is presented by using conversation and action on the stage in front of 
audeince.Insimple words, a drama is a composition in verse or prose presenting a 
story in pantomime or dialogue, containing conflict of characters, particulary the ones 
who perform in front of audience on the stage. As well as engagement with many of 
the basics of theatre creation and production, students learn to effectively express 
both revlective and critical responses about their experience as well as about the 
wider field of study. Type of drama there are comedy, tragedy, farce, melodrama and 
musical drama. 
3. Students’ Creativity  
A students creativity are usually energetic and full of ideas. When playing 
drama, students  will play in accordance with their  respective roles, such as cry, sad, 
happy, and laugh, that is the students creativity. The writer will see the creativity 
from students when they play the drama from some video. When students play the 
drama, they will have different roles. The students will be good or bad character, or 
play a role of sad or happy, there are the creativity of students in playing drama. 
According to Boden as cited in Barry (2006) creativity is a fundamental 
feature of human inteligence in general. It is grounded in everyday capacities such as 
the association of ideas, reminding, perception, analogical thinking, searching a 
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structured problem-space, and reflecting self–criticism. Creativity is the act of turning 
new and imaginative ideas into reality. Creativity is characterised by the ability to 
perceive the world in new ways, to find hidden patterns, to make connections 
between seemingly unrealted phenomena, and to generate solutions. Creativity 
involves two processes: thinking, then producing. 
 
4. Speaking skill 
Speaking skill in this research is ability of students in speaking English when  
playing drama. The writer will evaluate of student in speaking English when playing 
the drama though video. The subject in this research was  students from batch 2016 
who have taken subject speaking 2 which there are methods of drama in learning. 
Speaking is used to give instructions or inform something, for example, to describe 
thing or someone, to give important information, and ask and giveservices and so on. 
Speaking skill are communication and practice. When the students play a drama they 
will have a communication or conversation with each other. Communication with 
each other will improve their speaking skill. Students will get new vocabulary and 
practice the pronunciation.  
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CHAPTER II 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
This chapter discusses the literature review of some important theories which 
might help the writer to do this research. There are three important aspect: brief 
description of speaking skill, technique in teaching speaking, drama as technique, 
benefit drama in speaking, theory of perception, students perception on drama as a 
creative speaking skill. Each aspect will be elaborated in details in the following part. 
 
A. Brief Description of Speaking 
Speaking has been defined in many ways. In oxford advanced dictionary, the 
definition of speaking is “to express or communicate opinions, feelings, ideas, by or 
as talking and it involves the activities in the part of speaker as  psychological, 
physiological (articulatur) and physical (acoustic) stages”. That is supported by  
Spratt (2005), Marry (2005) and others “speaking is a productive skill, like writing, it 
involves using the organ of speech to express meanings to the other people”. From 
those definition, it can be inferred that speaking is expressing opinions, ideas, or 
feelings to others by  using words or sounds of articulation to inform, persuade, and 
entertain that can be learned by using some teaching-learning methodologies. 
Meanwhile, Byme as cited in Sarac (2007) defines speaking as a two-way process 
between speaker and interlocutor and involves the productive skill of speaking and 
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the receptive skill of understanding. Thornbury (2005) claim that speaking is an 
interactive process in which an individual alternately takes the roles of speaker and 
listener, and which includes both verbal and nonverbal component. Those two 
definitions mention similar meaning of speaking, which is an interaction between a 
speaker and a listener. Therefore, from the definition above it can be inferred that 
speaking is an interaction process between a speaker and a listener. In speaking, there 
is an interaction process between one people to the other and there is a process of 
communication. 
The purpose of speaking is to build a communication between two people by 
asking or giving opinion, information, etc. Such as supported by  Brown (1994)  that 
speaking is an interactive process of constructing meaning that involves 
producing and receiving and processing information. Based on Richards (2008) 
investigated that speaking is fundamental to human communication. Her definition 
shows how important speaking is, since it is the most basic means of human 
communication. Speaking is the basic tool of education and the most important skill 
in everyday life. Thus, it is no wondered that speaking skill must be learned if 
someone wants to have good interaction and make a friend. 
 
1. Technique in Teaching Speaking 
It could not be denied that a teacher, lecturer or someone needs technique to teach 
speaking to his or her students. It is necessary to be considered because using some 
technique or media will help students catch the point of what teacher taught.  As 
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declared by Brown (1994) “ use techniques that cover the spectrum of learner needs, 
from language based focus on accuracy to message based focus on interaction, 
meaning, and fluency. The writer found there are several techniques to improve 
students speaking skill, they are cooperative activities, role-play, creative tasks, 
drilling and playing drama. 
 Regarding this matter, technique of cooperative activities has been suggested by 
Newton and Nation (2009) Cooperative activities can encourage negotiation of 
language item. Cooperative activities provided the students with contextual and 
meaningful topics important to relate new material with what has been learned and 
experienced by students (Brown, 2001). It also provides students with the aid of 
others, meaning that students can discuss problems with their partner. 
In role-play activities, the teacher gives information to the learners such as who 
they are and what they think or feel. This helps improve not only their  interpersonal 
relations, but also they learn to work together. As suggestion by Harmer (2001) Role 
plays are activities where students are asked to pretend to bein various social contexts 
and various social roles . One other way of getting students to speak is role-playing. 
Students pretend they are in varioussocial contexts and have a variety of social roles.  
Another technique is Drilling, as Thornbury (2005) suggestion, drilling is a 
strategy to improve pronunciation byimitating and repeating words, phrases, and even 
whole utterances. It functions tomake students pay attention to the new materials and 
emphasize words, phrases,or utterances on students’ mind, move new items from 
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working memory to longterm memory, provide means of gaining articulatory control 
over language. Drilling means listening to a model, provided by a teacher or other 
students and repeating what is heard. 
The last technique is playing drama as recommended by Aldavero (2008) “ drama 
activities help students to communicate in the foreign language including those with 
limited vocabulary”. Using drama is a good solution to overcome teaching speaking 
problem, since drama can create classroom more interesting, stimulating and 
enjoyable, because drama can provide an opportunity to develop the imagination of 
the students. It provides an opportunity for independent thinking.Those are some 
technique that can improve in speaking class, the writer chooses the last technique. 
The researcher thinks that using drama in speaking class is suitable to improve 
students’ speaking skill because the purposes of these activities are to train students’ 
creativity. However it is not an easy job to teach speaking especially in the school. 
The success of teaching speaking determined by many factors such as the teacher, the 
material, and the strategy applied by the teacher. 
 
2. Drama as a Technique in Speaking 
Some experts differ in defining the meaning of the word drama. As supported by  
Dryden (1992) drama is a lively image of human nature, representing its passions and 
humorous, and the changes of fortune to which it is subject, for the delight and 
instruction of mankind. But according to Oxford Dictionary, the definition of drama 
is the activity of acting. From the definition above it can be inferred that drama is an 
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essay that describes the life and character of humans in behaving staged in several 
innings. This argument is stated Holden (1981) who elaborates drama as any kind of 
activity where learners are asked either to portray themselves or to portray someone 
else in an imaginary situation. For the present study, we used a simple scripted play 
where students were asked to perform their roles orally, with actions in an imaginary 
situation. 
Drama technique is one of the interactive and creative teaching, because drama 
invited the student to do role play and full of expression. That is supported most 
researchers (McCaslin, 1990; Kelner, 1993) “the use of creative drama for teaching 
young learners for specific reasons. These reasons can be listed in the following way: 
it is imaginary, process oriented, stress-free, fun and spontaneous”. According to 
Sirisrimangkorn (2014), Suwanthep (2014) that teaching language through drama has 
such potential because it gives a helpful for speaking and meaningful language 
production, in which learners need to use their language resources. Nofel as cited in 
Helen (2000) claim that drama technique is one of attractive alternative teaching 
language and it can improve students speaking skill. Drama can create a good and 
enjoyable situation of teaching in the classroom. The students will feel studying while 
playing, then it can build up their self confidence  to speak.  Drama became one of the 
most important methods that provide in students’ potential for both teachers and 
students in the learning process.  
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Sarac (2007) investigated that  using creative drama in English lessons will 
develop children’s speaking abilities and will enable the children to use the target 
language in a functional and communicative way. Actually applying  drama in 
teaching speaking, makes students can learn and express their selves both through 
language spoken and language expression. The students are more active in verbal 
communication. Baldwin (2009) stated that, “through drama, children can actively 
and flexibly imagine themselves to be anyone, anywhere, at any time in history”.. 
3. Benefit Drama in Speaking 
There are a lot of benefit of using drama in teaching speaking. Drama activities 
can provide students with an opportunity to use language to express various 
emotions, to solve problems, to make decisions, to socialize. Drama activities are also 
useful in the development of oral communication skills. There are several studies that 
support the benefits of drama in foreign such as supported by Aldavero (2008) 
“Drama activities help students to communicate in the foreign language including 
those with limited vocabulary. Another benefit of drama adopt from (Fuentes : 2010) 
a. “Allows learners to become actively involved in the text and be active 
participants in the teaching and learning process as drama activities 
follow a learner-centred approach.   
b. Is a motivating activity because it is fun and learners get actively 
involved and work in pairs or groups; if learners are motivated, their 
affective filter (degree of anxiety) is low, they are relaxed and they 
will acquire the language almost without effort. Motivation 
encourages greater effort from language learners and usually leads to 
greater success in terms of language proficiency. 
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c. Allows the use of language with a clear purpose and in aspecific 
context, and being contextualised, its content becomes more relevant 
for learners, fostering meaningful learning.   
d. Helps shy students to speak in class because they can hide behind the 
character they are performing. Simulations, role playing and mime 
contribute to giving confidence to language learners. 
e. Helps language learners with their pronunciation, acquisition of new 
vocabulary items, fluency and with the familiar isation with the target 
culture fostering interculturality. 
f. Involves the development of the four linguistic skills integrated 
(listening, speaking, reading and writing) and what is more important, 
it fosters interaction and the negotiation of meaning among learners.   
g. Develops social and interpersonal skills, stimulates imagination, 
cooperation, creativity, critical thinking,discipline, learning autonomy, 
etc. “ 
 
On the other hand, Burke and O’Sullivan (2002) identified seven reasons to 
incorporate drama in the speaking classroom:  
“(1). Teachers and students can concentrate on pronunciation. (2). 
Students are motivated. (3). Students are relaxed.   
(4). Students use language for real purposes.(5). Risk-taking 
equals heightened language retention.(6). Community is created. 
(7). Students and teachers can approach sensitive topics.” 
 
Drama is a one way to enhance students’ creativity in speaking and 
developing ideas in learning. Albalawi (2014) investigated that Drama is one of the 
most important methods that provide much more involvement for both teachers and 
students in the learning process. Drama also can foster language  skills such as 
reading, writing, speaking and listening by creating a suitable context. According to 
Prendiville (2007), Toye (2007)  “for us drama is the most exciting way of teaching. 
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We can add development in the more reflective and artistic skills because of the 
greater capacity for self- awareness and creative insight that drama offers.” 
B. PERCEPTION 
1. Theory of perception 
Perception has been defined in many ways. As cited in Swami (1992) 
“Perception is a process of the consciousness of an object. It is one of the means of 
valid knowledge in the world and consists in an inseparable relation of the perceptive 
consciousness with its content”. Perception is the way of regarding, interpreting, and 
understanding something. The person acceptence of the stimuly take an important 
role in the perception process, the person is confronted with a situation. Borkowski 
(2009) said that the person interpret stimuly into something important to him or her 
based on thier prior experience. Hence, what the individual interprets may be 
different from the reality.  
There are two important things about perception as investigated by Faules (2006) 
“(1). Different people react in different ways to what they assume a reasonable object 
to observe. (2). And those differences are based on how they think the object are. 
Meaning perception is when someone sees, listens, smells, tastes, and feels 
something then he or she interprets it based on what he or she experience. Each 
person will view differently each other even thought experience the same event. 
Sondang (2004) claimed that “ if one talks about perception, it means that what 
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someone sees or thinks is not absolutely the same whit the fact, therefore, two 
persons who experiences the same will have different interpretation about what they 
feel”.  
2. Students Perceptionon Drama as a Creative Speking Skill 
Students perception is the way of students’ analysis in one problem or one 
case.They can conclude one problem is useful or not. According to Firdaus (2012) the 
aims of the Students perception Questionnaire (SPQ) survey are: 
“(1). To provide all students with an equal opportunity to provide general 
feedback of their perception of the quality of their learning experience. (2). 
To provide all with comperative information that can be used to asssist 
them in identification of strenght and weaknesses of the education 
provided at the subjec/ program level, as percieved by the students. (3). To 
provide the faculties and partner colleges with comperative information 
that can be used to aid the identification of strenghts and weaknesses in 
support for learning and institusional services, as percieved by the 
students. (4). To provide the university’s Teaching and Learning 
Committee with independent information that will inform its review 
process. (5). To provide information to students on the outcomesof the 
survey and responses/action taken at appropiate level”. 
 Ryan (1995) and Harrison (1995) found that student perceptions of learning 
were highly correlated with their overall ratings of teaching effectiveness. The 
importance of this point are to measure wheter the aims of students perceptions 
included to interview and questionnaire based on the thesis toward students opinions. 
This point are more mention to college students and university students.  This is very 
suitable the use of students perception to know their perception about the use of 
drama in teaching speaking skill. In summary, student perception is the way of the 
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students analysis and interpret something in one problem or one case. They can 
counclude one problem is useful or not, so it can be done having knowledge from 
their own individual.  
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CHAPTER III 
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 
 
A. Research Design 
This research used Mixed methods, there are Qualitative and Quantitative 
research. Bryman (2007) Qualitative research is primarily exploratory research. It  
used to gain an understanding of underlying reasons, opinions, and motivations. 
According to Sugiyono (2016) based on the setting, there are three research method 
such as Experiment, Survey and Naturalistic (qualitative). Quantitative research is the 
systematic, empirical investigation of phenomena using statistical, mathematical or 
computational techniques. It is objective. That is, it observes and represents facts 
without being influenced by personal feelings or opinions. The data was gained from 
questioner, and interview by the researcher. 
B. Population and Sample 
a. Population  
Arikunto (2006) states that population is the entire subject of the research. 
And also population is group of people. The population in this research was the entire 
students of English Language Education department of UIN Ar-Raniry Banda Aceh 
in academic year 2016. Thatis one unit who take the speaking class which drama as 
the method, and the total number of the students are 29.  
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b. Sample  
Sample is a part of representative of population which is studied and it can be 
done if the population has homogenous characteristic.To take the sample of this 
research, the researher used purposive sampling as the technique of sampling. 
Purposive sampling is the way how to take the sample with particular consideration 
of the sample (Siregar, 2014). The consideration of this research was the students 
who took speaking class in which drama was included as one of the technique of  
tecahing speaking. There is one class that used drama as the technique of teaching 
speaking and record it. The researcher chose unit one  as the sample, because they are 
taught the speaking suject by using drama.  
 
C. Technique of Data Collection 
In this research to collect the data, the resarcher used interview and questionnaire 
as the techniques of data collection. 
1. Interview  
The researcher conducted interview to English Language Education Department 
students in unit one,  in order to complete the data about how the drama technique can 
improve their speaking skill in teaching speaking, and what obstacle that faced by 
student in learning speaking. The interview conducted only to four students in unit 
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one  of English Language Education Department. The students will get several 
question related to this reserach. The result of the interview was analyzed and explain 
naratively.  
2. Questionnaire  
In this research the researcher used questionnaire as technique of data collection. 
In this case, the researcher wanted to find out what are students perception about the 
use of drama technique in teaching speaking skill. The total number of the questions 
was 16 questions related to the research. The form of questionnaire was 15 closed-
ended where the writer prepared the alternative answer that were choosen by the 
respondents and 1 opened-ended question for the respondent. The result of this 
questionnaire would be analyaed by giving each answer a percentage system so that it 
can be assesed with statistcal interpretation.  
D. Technique of Data Analysis  
1. Interview 
The interview would be conducted to four respondents, the respondents were 
students of English Language Education Department in unit 1. The interview guide 
concist of five questions related to this research. The result of the interview was 
alalyzed and explain narratively to answer the research question.  
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2. Questionnaire 
Questionnaire was another technique that used by the researcher in collecting 
the data. The questionnaire was given to know the students’ perception about using 
drama technique in teaching speaking. There were 15 close-ended questions and 1 
open-ended. The questionnaire was given on 12th December 2017. To analyzed the 
information of the questionnaire, the researcher used statistic formula. It is statistical 
method applied by frequency distribution. The data of the questionnaire would be 
presented in percentage. According to Sudjana (2016 ) the questionnaire analyzed by 
using the formula as follow: 
   P = 
𝑓
𝑁
 X 100% 
Where: P = Percentage 
  F = Frequency 
  N = Number of Respondents 
E. Brief Description of Research Location 
The research took place at UIN Ar-Raniry Banda Aceh which is located on Jl. 
Syeikh Abdul Rauf Kopelma Darussalam Banda Aceh. UIN Ar-Raniry is one of 
Islamic state university in Aceh which is led by Prof. Dr. H. Farid Wajdi Ibrahim, 
MA. UIN Ar-Raniry has nine faculties,namely Fakultas Syariah dan Hukum, Fakultas 
Tarbiyah dan Keguruan, Fakultas Ushuluddin dan Filsafat, Fakultas Dakwah dan 
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Komunikasi, Fakultas Adab dan Humaniora, Fakultas Ilmu Sosial dan Pemerintahan, 
Fakultas Ekonomi dan Bisnis Islam, Fakultas Psikologi, and Fakultas Sains dan 
Teknologi.Faculty of Education and Teacher Training (Fakultas Tabiyah dan 
Keguruan) of UIN Ar-Raniry was the location of this research. In Buku Panduan 
Akademik (2016/2017), the main goal of faculties is to be educator and staff educator 
institution that is competitive, integrative, multidisciplinary, professional, and 
Islamic. It has thirteen departments; Islamic Education Department, Arabic Education 
Department, English Language Education Department,Mathematic Education 
Department, Islamic management Education Department, Phisyc Education 
Department, Biology Education Department, Chemistry Education Department, 
Madrasah Ibtidaiyah Teachers’ Education Department, Raudhatul Athfal Teachers’ 
Education Department, Counseling Education Department, Electrical Engineering 
Education Department, and Informatin Tecnology Education Department. 
To collect the data, the researcher chose English Language Education 
Department as the location to conduct the research. This department focuses on 
teaching English as the Foreign Language. The head of department is Dr. T. Zulfikar, 
S.Ag., M.Ed. The goal of English Language Education is to produce the best 
graduates, professional, oriented Islamic personality and local wisdom, be able to 
develop scientific studies in English Language Education Department, translation, 
entrepreneurship, research funding, so it can compete in working world in 
globalization era. It is one of the best and favorite departments that chosen by the 
students. The accreditation of English Language Education Department is A. Many 
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alumni of English department have worked in various field and some others 
continuous their study abroad.  
Furthermore, English Language Education Department curriculum contains 
the general subject, basic subject of expertise, specials skill subject and their 
additional. The students learn the general, basic subject of expertise from first until 
fifth semester and special skill subject and their additional in fifth to seventh 
semester. The four basic skill such as speaking, listening, writing and reading are 
learned from first to fifth semester. Speaking is the focus subject of this study. 
Speaking is taught to help the students have good communication. Speaking  which is 
taught from the first to fourth semester is Speaking I, Speaking II, Speaking III, and 
Public Speaking. According to Buku Pandun Akademik2016/2017, there are 24 
permanent lecturers who are graduated from various local and overseas universities.  
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CHAPTER IV 
THE RESULT OF RESEARCH AND DISCUSSION 
 
A. The Analysis of Questionnaire  
The writer gave the questionnaire to be answered by the students on 12th 
December 2017. It consists of 16 questions which are 15 questions of closed-ended 
and 1 question of open-ended. It was distributed to 28 students who were taking 
speaking II which consist drama as a technique. For answer the questionnaire the 
writer gave the time about 20 minutes to answer the questionnaire. The data would be 
presented in percentage by using the following formula : 
 
P = 
𝑓
𝑁
 X 100% 
Where: P  = Percentage 
  F  = Frequency 
  N  = Number of Respondents 
           100%  = Constant Value 
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The results of the questionnaire are calculated in the tabulations which is the 
process of changing data collection instrument (questionnaire) to the tables of 
numbers (percentage). The instrument of the questionnaire was given by the writer to 
the population in order to obtain the necessary data in this research. The following are 
the students’ responses toward the questionnaire given : 
 
Table 4.1: students’ perception on using drama in speaking class 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
10 
17 
1 
0 
 
35,72 % 
60,71 % 
3, 57 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
The table above describes that most of the students assumed that using drama 
as a method in speaking skill was efficient in teaching-learning process, this 
statement was answered by 28 students.  10 students  (35,72 %) strongly agree about 
this statement and 17 students (60,71 %) are agree . Only 1  (3,57 %) of student 
choose disagree about the use of drama in their speaking class. So the table above 
indicates that most of them agree about to have drama in speaking class. 
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Table 4.2: students’ perception on drama is an appropriate method to improve 
speaking skill. 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
9 
17 
2 
0 
32,14 % 
60,71 % 
7,14 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
Table 4.3: The activities of drama can improve speaking skills. 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
7 
21 
0 
0 
25,00 % 
75,00 % 
0 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
In table 4.2 describes that most of the students perception about drama is an 
appropriate method to improve speaking skill, most of them answer agree. 17 (60,71 
%) of students are agree about the statement and 9 students (32,14 %) are strongly 
disagree and 2 (7,14 %) are disagree. From 28 students of unit one, 19 students 
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(67,86 %) are agree with the statement that drama is an appropriate method to 
improve speaking skill. From table 4.3 show the result that students (25,00 %) 
strongly agree about the statement and 21 students (75,00 %) are agree. Most of them 
agree about the activities that can improve their speaking skill. 
Table 4.4: students’ perception of the class atmosphere is good during the drama 
lessons. 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
8 
18 
2 
0 
28,57 % 
64,29 % 
7,14 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
The table above describes that most of the students perception about their 
class atmosphere is good during the drama lessons, about 8 of students (28,57 %) 
choose strongly agree, and most of them are agree with the statement, there are 18 
students (64,29 %) are agree. Only 2 students (7,14 %) disagree with the statement. 
From 28 students of unit one, 18 students (64,29 %) are agree with the statement . 
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Table 4.5: students’ perception on using drama has affected students’ feelings 
towards English lessons. 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
4 
20 
4 
0 
14,29 % 
71,42 % 
14,29 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
The table above describes that most of the students think the use of drama has 
affected their feelings towards English lessons, this statement was answered by 28 
students. Most of them are agree with the statement because about 20 students (71,42 
%) are agree. And also 4 of students (14,29 %) are strongly agree and 4 of students 
(14,29 %) are disagree with the statement.  
Table 4.6: students’ perception on comfortability in participating in drama 
activities 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
9 
18 
1 
0 
32,14 % 
64,29 % 
3,57 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
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The table above describes that most of the students feel comfortable in 
participating in the drama activities,most of them answer agree. 18 (64,29 %) of 
students are agree about the statement and 9 students (32,14 %) are strongly disagree. 
One of students choose disagree and there is no one student choose strongly disagree.  
From 28 students of unit one, 18 students (64,29 %) are agree because they feel 
comfortable in participating in the drama activities. 
Table 4.7: students’ perception on drama activities 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
14 
14 
0 
0 
50,00 % 
50,00% 
3,57 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
Table 4.8: students’ perception on drama activities in speaking class 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
7 
20 
1 
0 
25,00 % 
71,43% 
3,57 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
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The table 4.7 describes about their experience of drama activities, from 28 
students in unit one. 14 of students (50,00 %) are strongly agree and 14 of students 
(50,00 %) are agree with the statement. The table 4.8 show that most of the students 
likes the drama activities in speaking class. From 28 students in unit one, 7 students 
(25,00%) are strongly agree, 20 students (71,43%) are agree and 1 student (3,57 %) is 
disagree with the statement. Most of them are agree (71,43%) because they like 
drama activities in speaking class.  
Table 4.9: students’ perception on using drama in speaking class 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
9 
19 
0 
0 
32,14 % 
67,86% 
0 % 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
The table above describes that all of them are used drama as a technique in 
their speaking class , there are no students is disagree or strongly disagree, but most 
of them choose agree for this statement.  
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Table 4.10: students’ perception on the use of drama in speaking class to make 
students relax 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
8 
17 
3 
0 
28,57 % 
60,72% 
10,71% 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
Table 4.11: students’ perception on using drama methods that can train 
students’ pronunciation. 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
8 
17 
3 
0 
28,57 % 
60,72% 
10,71% 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
The table above describes that most of the students assumed that using drama 
methods can train their pronunciation. This statement was answered by 28 students.  
9 students  (32,14 %) strongly agree about the statement and 16 students (57,15 %) 
are agree. But 3 of students (10,71 %) are disagree.  
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Table 4.12: students’ perception on using drama  methods that can train 
students’ vocabulary 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
8 
18 
2 
0 
28,57 % 
64,29% 
7,14% 
0 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
The table above describes that most of the students perception about using 
drama methods can train their vocabulary. 18 (64,29%) of students are agree about 
the statement and 8 students (28,57 %) are strongly disagree. Only 2 of students (7,14 
%) are disagree with the statement. From 28 students in unit one, 18 students (64,29 
%) are agree with the statement that using drama methods can train their vocabulary. 
Table 4.13: students’ perception on disagreement with the application of drama 
in speaking class. 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
0 
0 
16 
12 
0 % 
0 % 
57,14 % 
42,86 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
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The table 4.13 show that most of them are disagree with the statement about  
the application of drama in speaking class. 16 students (57,14 %) are disagree. And 
12 of them (42,86 %) are strongly disagree with the statement. Because most of them 
are agree with the application of drama in speaking class. 
 
Table 4.14: students’ perception on possible problems using drama to teach 
speaking 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
3 
0 
19 
6 
10,71 % 
0 % 
67,86 % 
21,43 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
The table above describes that the students perception about the problem 
using drama in learning speaking skill. From 28 students in unit one, 3 students 
(25,00%) are strongly agree , 19 students (67,86 %) are disagree. And also 6 of 
students (21,43%) are strongly disagree. Most of them are disagree with the 
statement. 
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Table 4.15: students’ perception on difficulty with drama method 
 Option Respondents Percentage (%) 
 Strongly agree 
Agree 
Disagree 
Strongly disagree   
0 
2 
15 
11 
0 % 
7,14 % 
53,57 % 
39,29 % 
 Total 28 100 % 
 
The table above describes that most of the students assumed that there is no 
difficulty with drama method.  11 students (39,29 %) strongly disagree about this 
statement and 15 students (53,57%) are disagree . Only 2 (7,14 %) of students choose 
agree about having difficulty with drama method in speaking class.  
 The last question is open-ended question. The question was about students 
opinion or perception and feeling about the use of drama in learning speaking. 
Themes of students’ opinion through open-ended questionnaire. From 28 students in 
unit one, 26 students (92,85%) stated that drama can improve speaking skill and good 
to use drama in learning speaking and 2 (7,14%) of students are thinks that drama 
cannot improve speaking skill because drama they don’t like drama method. There 
are 12 (42,86 %) students stated that drama can increase their vocabulary and train 
their pronunciation but only one (3,57 %) student think that drama cannot improve 
vocabulary and pronunciation. 7 (25,00%) of students in unit one assumed that drama 
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can make them more relax in speaking and 8 (28,57%) of them stated that drama can 
make students more confident to speak in front of people.  
B. The Result of interview  
The writer conducted the interview for the English Department students for 
two days. As stated before, the interview was done in order to get additional 
information about students’ perception about using drama to create students’ 
creativity in speaking skill. Based on the interview, it is found that the results were 
varied. The interview used to get more detailed data. So the interview was chosen 
based on their answers in the questionnaire.  
The first respondent said that she had positive perception on using drama in 
speaking class. In speaking class she has many interest techniques, such as playing 
game, watching movie, role play and playing drama. The first respondent said that 
she really likes drama in learning speaking. She doesn’t have any difficulty in playing 
drama. She stated that drama can improve speaking skill, because drama can make 
more relax and feel confident and she recommended to used drama in speaking class.  
The second respondent also had positive perception on using drama in 
speaking class. The interesting technique in speaking class are speaking in front of 
class, role play, and playing drama. she used drama in speaking class, actually in 
speaking 2. She said that drama was interest. The difficulty in drama is memorize 
,express something when she played drama and feel nervous. she stated that drama 
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can improve her speaking skill, because drama make her more confident to speak in 
front of class.  
The third respondent has her own perception about using drama in speaking 
skill. The interest technique for the third respondent are watching movie, role play, 
and playing drama. She also used drama in speaking class, actually in speaking 2. She 
said that  drama can improve her vocabulary, she got a lot of new vocabulary in 
playing drama. She has any difficulty in playing drama, such as memorize the script, 
nervous, and difficult in determining role. In her perception, drama very useful in 
speaking class, because it make more confident. 
The last respondent also has her own perception about using drama in 
speaking class. Same as before, her interest technique in speaking skill are role play, 
discussion, and storytelling. She also used drama in speaking class. In her opinion, 
using drama technique in speaking class is not really good choice, it doesn’t mean not 
good at all. Because when she played drama, she often forget the structural of the 
sentence and use really basic vocabulary to help in memorize the drama. But in her 
opinion, drama can improve speaking skill because she felt more confident and can 
practice her pronunciation.  
Based on the result of interview, in general the writer concluded that most of 
the respondent had positive perception about using drama in speaking class. They 
have a lot of interesting technique in speaking class and one of them is drama. 
Because drama is an interest technique, makes students relax and confident to speak 
in front of class. And their opinions about the difficulties in the drama were nervous 
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and memorize the script. Most of them agree about using drama in speaking class and 
think that drama can improve their speaking skill.  
C. Discussion 
The purpose of this study is to find out the students perception of using drama to 
create students creativity in speaking skill. To collect the data, the writer has 
distributed questionnaire and conducted interview to the respondents. The first 
research question of this thesis is what are student’s perception about using Drama in 
Speaking Skill. Based on the result of questionnaire, most of students in unit one are 
agree to use drama in speaking class, because drama can improve their speaking skill 
and make them more relax.  
The second research question is how can drama  improve students’ creativity in 
speaking skill. The result of interview, most of students stated that drama can 
improve speaking skill because drama can increase vocabulary and train 
pronunciation, and also make students more relax and confident to speak in front of 
class. 
On the other hand, there were few of students who had negative perceptions of 
using drama in speaking class. Some of them think that drama can’t improve 
speaking skill because drama takes a long time and some of them said that drama 
can’t increase vocabulary and train pronunciation. But most of the respondent agree 
about using drama in speaking class.  
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CHAPTER V 
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTION 
After analyzing the result of the research and comparing the data, the writer 
makes some conclusion and suggestion as follow: 
A. Conclusions 
After answering questions in the research question which include “What are 
student’s perception about using Drama in Speaking Skill and how can drama  
improve students’ creativity in speaking skill ?”. Based on the result and discussion in 
the previous chapter, the writer would like to draw some conclusion as follow: 
1. It is concluded that most students in unit one agreed to use drama in speaking 
class. It shows on students’ percentage of questionnaire, where the students 
gave positive response (92,85 %). 
2. All respondents of  interview have a positive perception about using drama in 
speaking class, and create students’ creativity in speaking skill. They think 
drama is an effective technique for speaking class. Students  also can increase 
vocabulary and train their pronunciation and intonation.proven based on 
interviews and questionnaires distributed to students. 
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B. Suggestions 
Based on the result of the study, the writer proposes some suggestions 
concerning the research finding as follows: 
1. Considering the positive result gained from this research, the use of drama to 
create students creativity in speaking skill is recommended to be use in 
teaching speaking. To lecturers are expected to use drama techniques in 
speaking class. By using drama techniques, all students will surely participate 
in playing drama and can practice their speaking skill.  
2. The students are suggested to implement the technique of drama in their 
speaking class in order to achieve the better  result of learning speaking. From 
the implementation the technique of drama, students will get a lot of new 
vocabulary and practice their pronunciation in playing drama. 
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Lampiran 1 
 
 
Lampiran II 
 
 
 
 
Lampiran III 
 
 
 
Lampiran IV 
 
Assalamualaikum,  
Dear participants, I am WildaZahara, students of English Language Education, FTK UIN Ar-
Raniry. At the moment, I am doing a research entitled “ Students’ Perceptions of Using 
Drama to Create Students’ Creativity in Speaking Skill”. I need your assistance in my 
data collection. Therefore I would  like to invite you to participate in my research. 
 
Name :  
Gender : 
Age : 
Semester : 
 
Students Questionnaire 
Please indicate the extent to which you agree with the following statements according to the 
scale below. Please checklist  ( √ ) the most appropriate box for each statement. 
No  To what extent do you agree with 
the following statements? 
Strongly 
disagree   
Disagree Agree Strongly 
agree 
1. I like to have drama in my 
Speaking class. 
    
2. Drama is an appropriate method 
to improve speaking skill. 
    
3. The activities can improve my 
Speaking skills. 
    
4. I think the class atmosphere is 
good during the drama lessons. 
    
5. 
 
I think the use of drama has 
affected my feelings towards 
English lessons. 
    
6. I feel comfortable in participating 
in the drama activities. 
    
7. I did the drama activities     
8. I like the drama activities in 
Speaking class. 
    
9. I used drama in speaking class.     
10. The use of drama in speaking 
class can make students relax. 
    
11. Using drama methods can train 
my pronunciation. 
    
12. Using drama methods can train 
my vocabulary. 
    
13. I do not agree with the 
application of drama in speaking 
class. 
    
14. I think there might be problems 
using drama to teach Speaking. 
    
15. I’m having difficulty with drama 
method 
    
 
16. Please write here your opinion /thought/feeling about the use of drama in learning 
speaking. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Thank you for your assistance. wassalam 
 
 
  WildaZahara 
 
   (2313241162) 
 
Contact Number :085260090774 
 
 
Interview guide 
1. Could you please tell me your interest technique in Speaking class ? 
2. Did you use drama as a technique in speaking class ? 
3. What do you think about using drama in speaking class ? 
4. Do you have any difficulty when playing drama in speaking class ? please mention it. 
5. Do you think drama can improve your speaking skill ? If yes, how ? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Lampiran V 
 
Interview Transcribed 
 
Respondent 1  
Writer  : Okay, thank you for your time, I would like to interview you, I will give you     
some question 
Respondent  : Okay 
Writer : The first question, Could you please tell me your interest technique in 
Speaking class ? 
Respondent  : In speaking class, for me when I speak in front of class, playing role play and 
drama 
Writer : The second question, Did you use drama as a technique in speaking class ? 
Respondent  : yes, sometime, not always practice drama in my activity in speaking, we 
playing drama in speaking class. 
Writer : Did you play drama in speaking two with ms Azizah ? 
Respondent  : yes, we played drama in speaking class with ms azizah 
Writer : okay , the third question what do you think about using drama in speaking 
class ? 
Respondent  : I think using drama in speaking class is interesting, why I said that, because I 
think drama in speaking class can improve my skill in speaking. 
Writer  : If you want to say something in Bahas, you can tell it in Bahasa. 
Respondent  : I think just it. 
Writer  : okay the next question, Do you have any difficulty when playing drama in 
speaking class ? please mention it. 
Respondent  : the difficulty drama in speaking class is memorizing the text and expressing 
when I play drama. 
Writer  : and another difficulty ? 
Respondent  : nothing, I think nervous  
Writer  : and the last question, Do you think drama can improve your speaking skill ? 
If yes, how ? 
Respondent  : yes, I think because drama can make me confident in front of class and when 
I play drama I should have good expression and memorize text, I should can. 
Writer  : okay, only that your explanation about drama in speaking ? 
Respondent  : yes 
Writer  : okay, thank you for your time yulia. 
Respondent  : welcome sister. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Interview Transcribed 
 
Respondent 2  
Writer  : I would like to interview you about your perception in using drama. I will 
give you some question, the first question is could you please tell me your interest technique 
in Speaking class ? 
Respondent  : the interest technique in speaking class are role play, watching movie and 
playing drama. 
Writer : so drama also your interest technique in speaking class, and the second 
question did you use drama as a technique in speaking class ? 
Respondent  : I used it. Because drama explain the body language. 
Writer : The third question, what do you think about using drama in speaking class ? 
Respondent  : It really good to use drama in speaking class, because with drama we can get 
new vocabulary and practice our pronunciation, so drama really important in speaking class. 
Writer : the fourth question, do you have any difficulty when playing drama in 
speaking class ? please mention it. 
Respondent  : yes, in speaking class there are a lot of difficulty, the difficulty in drama are 
memorize the text, nervous, and difficult in determining the role, like we have to play the 
angry person, while we are the kind of calm person, and vocabulary rarely use in daily life. 
Writer : okay, this is the last question, do you think drama can improve your speaking 
skill ? If yes, how ? 
Respondent  : yes, drama is very helpful in improving speaking skill. Because we should 
confident, and we should speak clearly to make people understand with the drama. with 
drama we got a lot of new vocabulary. 
Writer  : that’s all your answering, thank you for your time, forgive me if I have a 
mistake and thank you . 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Interview Transcribed 
 
Respondent 3 
Writer  : okay today I would like to interview you about your perception in using 
drama to create students creativity in speaking skill. The first question is could you please tell 
me your interest technique in Speaking class ? 
Respondent  : yes, we have learn a lot of technique in speaking, but the interest technique 
for me are playing game, watching movie, role play and playing drama. 
Writer : okay that’s all your interest technique, and the second question did you use 
drama as a technique in speaking class ? 
Respondent  : yes, I used drama technique in speaking class, actually in speaking two. 
Writer : The third question, what do you think about using drama in speaking class ? 
Respondent  : I think drama is the best method, when I played drama with my friends, I feel 
confident to speak up in front of people. 
Writer : and next question, do you have any difficulty when playing drama in 
speaking class ? please mention it. 
Respondent  :  I think I don’t have any difficulty in playing drama. 
Writer : okay, this is the last question, do you think drama can improve your speaking 
skill ? If yes, how ? 
Respondent  : sure, drama can improve my speaking skill, because drama can make me 
relax and feel confident. 
Writer  : that's all your perception about using drama in speaking class ? 
Respondent  : yes 
Writer  : okay thanks for your participation,  and the last I say Assalamualaikum. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Interview Transcribed 
 
Respondent 4 
Writer  : I would like to interview you about my research “ student’s perception in 
using drama to create students creativity in speaking skill”. The first question could you 
please tell me your interest technique in Speaking class ? 
Respondent  : yes, there are a lot of interest technique in speaking class, but I really like 
role play, discussion, and storytelling . 
Writer : And the second question did you use drama as a technique in speaking class 
? 
Respondent  : yes, I used drama method in speaking class. 
Writer : okay, so you used drama method in speaking class. The third question, what 
do you think about using drama in speaking class ? 
Respondent  : I think using drama technique in speaking class is not really good choice, it 
doesn’t mean not good at all, because when I play drama, I forgot the structural of sentence 
and I really used basic vocabulary to memorize drama. 
Writer : and fourth question, do you have any difficulty when playing drama in 
speaking class ? please mention it. 
Respondent  :  yes I have, I think the difficulty is about grammar and memorize the script. 
Writer : okay, this is the last question, do you think drama can improve your speaking 
skill ? If yes, how ? 
Respondent  : yes, I think drama can improve speaking skill, it means when we played 
drama we feel more confident to speak in front of people. And also we can practice our 
pronunciation. 
Writer  : okay thanks for your time,  and the last I say Assalamualaikum. 
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